Drag reduction properties of superhydrophobic mesh pipes
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Abstract

Even with the recent extensive study into superhydrophobic surfaces, the fabrication of such surfaces on the inside walls of a pipe remains challenging. In this work we report a convenient bi-layered pipe design using a thin superhydrophobic metallic mesh formed into a tube, supported inside another pipe. A flow system was constructed to test the fabricated bi-layer pipeline, which allowed for different constant flow rates of water to be passed through the pipe, whilst the differential pressure was measured, from which the drag coefficient (C_D) and Reynolds numbers (Re) were calculated. Expected values of C_D were found for smooth glass
pipes for the Reynolds number (Re) range 750 to 14000, covering the laminar and part of the turbulent regimes. Flow through plain meshes without the superhydrophobic coating were also measured over this range. After applying the superhydrophobic coating, $C_D$ was found to be less than that of an uncoated mesh, but greater than that of a smooth glass pipe of the same diameter. This demonstrates that a superhydrophobic mesh can support a plastron and provide a drag reduction compared to a plain mesh, however, the plastron is progressively destroyed with use and in particular at higher flow rates.

1. Introduction

When a droplet of water interacts with a surface it exhibits one of two states; it will wet the surface, known as a hydrophilic state, or it will minimise its contact with the surface, known as a hydrophobic state. When a droplet forms a contact angle with the surface of over 150°, and also exhibits low hysteresis between the advancing and receding contact angles, the surface is considered superhydrophobic. Examples of such surfaces in nature include the Lotus leaf which uses the superhydrophobic surface for its self-cleaning properties [1], fire ants which link together to form water repellent rafts [2] and the diving bell spider (*Argyroneta aquatica*) which forms a superhydrophobic layer over its body in water for underwater respiration [3].

Recently there has been great interest in the ability of superhydrophobic surface to produce large area drag reduction. The possibility has been demonstrated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations [4–13], and experimentally the phenomenon has been demonstrated with the aid of tow tanks [14–16], drop tanks [17–20], circulation [21–24], and rotating plate systems [25,26]. When an object travels through a fluid (external flow), such as
a ship on the ocean, or when a fluid travels through an object (internal flow), such as water through a pipe, there is friction between the fluid and the solid.

An important factor to consider when examining pipe flow is the Darcy friction factor. This was first established in the 1850s by Henry Darcy, and it is a dimensionless quantity that describes the effect of wall roughness on pipe resistance. This friction factor allows for the comparison of pipes with differing dimensions and internal roughness, at different Reynolds numbers, Re, where the Reynolds number is another dimensionless quantity and is the ratio of the inertial and viscous forces.

The use of superhydrophobicity to reduce drag is based on the idea that, on a superhydrophobic surface, the no slip boundary condition is replaced by continuity of shear stress across the various interfaces. The potential for replacing a direct solid-liquid interfacial contact with a solid-vapour followed by a vapour-liquid interface is due to the wetting properties of the solid surface. Two extreme wetting states, the Wenzel [27] and Cassie-Baxter [28] states, exist on rough surfaces. In a Wenzel state a liquid wets the surface and penetrates completely into all surface features. In this state, if a surface material is smooth and hydrophilic, increasing the roughness of the surface will enhance the wetting state and liquids will show stronger wetting tendencies. Conversely, if the surface material is smooth and hydrophobic, increasing the roughness of the surface increases the contact angle and the surface shows stronger hydrophobic tendencies until a critical transition contact angle is met. At this point the liquid no longer retains complete contact with the rough features, but prefers to bridge between the tips of the surface features in a Cassie-Baxter state. With the liquid bridging between the tips of surface features, a layer of air exists between the majority of the solid surface and the liquid. This air layer is called a plastron [29].
The presence of an air layer on an immersed superhydrophobic surface leads to the possibility of a reduction in drag. This is because the no-slip boundary condition is no longer in effect at the liquid/vapour interface, which is present where a solid/liquid interface once existed and an apparent slip can occur [11,19,30]. Air has a much lower viscosity compared to liquids, and so acts to lubricate the flow across a superhydrophobic surface. The lifespan and robustness of the plastron air layer is the limiting factor in the ability of the superhydrophobic surface to demonstrate a reduced drag [31]. Mechanisms by which a plastron can be lost from the surface include diffusion of the gas into the surrounding fluid and the movement of the external liquid stripping the gas layer away. Once the plastron has been destroyed in one area of a surface, the liquid may quickly wet the rest of the rough surface, unless the roughness is tailored to stop the spreading of the wetted area or the plastron is replenished. Recent work in the field has demonstrated such methods [32–35].

To test the effect of superhydrophobic surfaces on internal flows, studies have often concentrated on micro-channels and closely spaced plates, where the modified surface is easily accessible [25,26,36–45]. In 1999, Watanabe et al looked at the flow through of water and glycerine solutions through acrylic pipes with and without water repellent walls [46]. They found a 14% reduction in drag in the laminar range (Re<2300). Shirtcliffe et al later described how modified copper tubes, with hydrophobic and superhydrophobic internal walls, show increased flow rates for both water and 50% w/w water-glycerol mixtures, at low pressures, below 4 mbar [47]. Walker et al have more recently performed flow experiments using modified copper pipes, where they examined the effect of the addition of a superhydrophobic coating on the Reynolds number[48]. More recently, Lv et al investigated the flow of water through different diameter aluminium tubes with superhydrophobic internal surfaces for use in
counter-current double-tube heat exchangers [49]. Their experiments did not directly focus on the internal flow in the superhydrophobic tube but did determine that, for this situation, the drag reduction increased with decreasing diameter in the turbulent Re range of 3000 to 11000.

In this article we describe the setup of a constant flow system, the fabrication of a superhydrophobic mesh, and the comparison of as received and superhydrophobic stainless steel mesh tubes, tested with water flowing through the pipes over the laminar and turbulent regimes. The use of a mesh provides a conformable micro-structured surface with inherent open voids, where the plain woven wires act as breakers to prevent the progression of plastron collapse. The conformable nature of the material also allows it be installed into an existing pipe section without change to the original tube.

2. Methods

To test the capabilities of a superhydrophobic conformable mesh, the first step was to fabricate pipes from the stainless steel mesh. To begin, (300±1) mm lengths of borosilicate glass pipe (Aimer Products Ltd, UK), with an inner diameter of (7.00±0.15) mm, were cut. Next, strips of #250 stainless steel mesh (SAE304 from The Mesh Company (Warrington) Ltd) were cut, 300 mm x 21.5 mm in dimension. The #250 stainless steel mesh is a plain weave mesh with a wire diameter of (40±2) µm and a wire separation of (65±2) µm. The mesh strips were carefully rolled around a (7±0.15) mm outer diameter rod to form a tubular shape. The mesh tube was then carefully slid inside of the glass tube, whilst making sure the seam of the mesh tube overlapped without buckling. The ends of the mesh were then secured to the tube ends using epoxy resin (Araldite® Rapid).
To render the surface superhydrophobic, the interior of the pipe was coated with Glaco™ Mirror Coat (Nipponshine, UK). This process involves filling the glass/mesh tube with Glaco™, leaving it for 10 s and then pouring out the Glaco™, which is then left for 5 mins for the solvent to evaporate away. The tube is then placed in an oven at 250 °C for 30 mins and subsequently allowed to cool to room temperature. This process was repeated a further two times. The Glaco™ mirror coat is a suspension of silica nanoparticles in alcohol. Overall, we have used a similar process to that of Vakarelski et al when they produced superhydrophobic surfaces on steel spheres [50].

To test the tubes with the inserted mesh, a constant flow setup was developed (see Figure 1). Water is constantly pumped at 1000 lph from a large tank of water (100 litres at room temperature) to the constant head tank, which is allowed to overflow back into the large tank. This maintained a constant water level in the head tank, which had to supply a maximum of 225 lph to the test section. The horizontal test section of the setup consisted of an entry pipe, (1.000±0.001) m in length, a test pipe, (0.300±0.001) m in length, and an exit pipe, (0.500±0.001) m in length. All pipe sections were of equivalent material and internal diameter. The entry pipe was made sufficiently long (1000mm) in order for the flow profile to fully develop before entry into the test section. The pipe sections were linked with 10 mm straight couplers to ensure the ends of the pipe were as parallel and as close as possible, without disruption. In order to vary the flow rate, the height between the water level in the constant head tank and the horizontal test section was varied using 3 identical custom stands consisting of horizontal supports every 30 mm along the vertical stand providing a constant flow rate within ±2.5%. The horizontal test section was positioned at 17 different heights below the constant water level ranging from 0.02 m to 1.50 m, which produces a Reynolds number range of 700 to 14000. At each height, 5 measurements of the differential pressure and the mass of
water passing though the test pipe in 30 s to 60 s were recorded. The mass of water collected allowed for the calculation of the mass rate, volumetric flow rate, flow velocity, and the Reynolds number. The temperature of the water, before and after testing, was also recorded. The differential pressure was measured over the length of the test pipe using a digital manometer (Anton APM140) connected to the entry and exit of the test pipe section via a (1.0±0.1) mm diameter hole in the straight coupler. This allowed for the calculation of the Darcy friction factor, $C_D$.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the constant flow experimental setup.](image)

SEM images of the uncoated and Glaco™ coated stainless steel mesh are shown in Figure 2, and were taken using a Tescan Mira3 scanning electron microscope. The images show the accumulation of hydrophobic nanoparticles on the surface of the metal wires of the plain weave mesh. The wires of the mesh have a wire diameter of (40±2) µm and are separated by (65±2) µm [51]. Figure 2(a) shows the uncoated stainless steel surface of the mesh. There are few features on the surface of the metal surface apart from the tooling marks left from the
manufacture of the mesh as the metal was drawn. Figure 2(b) shows the state of the metal surface after one round of the coating method. Here we can see small clusters of the sub-50 nm sized nanoparticles evenly distributed over the metallic surface approximately 0.5 µm to 1.0 µm apart.

Figure 2(c) shows the surface after 2 coating processes. The images show how the clusters have grown and the voids are increasingly filled with the nanoparticles. Figure 2(d) are images of the mesh after 2 repetitions of the coating method. The surfaces of the metal wires appear to have a near complete coverage of the nanoparticles. The particles have formed small clusters on the surface and have formed ridges and valleys, all contributing to form a material with 3 scales of roughness, these being the nano-roughness of the particles, the micro-roughness of the cluster formations, and the macro-roughness of the mesh itself.
Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy of the uncoated and Glaco™ coated meshes with increasing magnification down the column, at x1,000, x5,000, x25,000, x75,000, and x150,000 magnifications, respectively. Column (a) shows an uncoated #250 stainless steel mesh and columns (b-d) shows the same mesh after 1 to 3 Glaco™ baking processes, respectively.

To characterise the wetting properties of the surfaces the advancing, receding and static contact angles for the mesh surfaces were measured using a drop shape analysis system (Krüss DSA30). The contact angles were measured a minimum of 3 times on different sample surfaces and an average was calculated. These values are shown in
The flat and mesh stainless steel surfaces show very different contact angles. The advancing contact angle is increased from around \((54 \pm 1)^\circ\) to over \((135 \pm 2)^\circ\), respectively, whereas the receding angle decreases from around \(12^\circ\) to approximately \(0^\circ\), respectively.

Table 1. Contact angles for stainless steel surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Number of hydrophobic treatments</th>
<th>Contact angle (°)</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Advancing</th>
<th>Receding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>54.3 ± 1.0</td>
<td>11.6 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#250 stainless steel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>105.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>135.1 ± 1.6</td>
<td>~0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel mesh</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>140.7 ± 1.3</td>
<td>156.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>93.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>156.0 ± 1.2</td>
<td>161.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>144.3 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>154.2 ± 1.3</td>
<td>161.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>149.9 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The application of the Glaco™ coating on the mesh increases the advancing contact angle from ca.\(135^\circ\) to over \(150^\circ\) for 3 hydrophobic treatments. There is a larger effect on the receding contact angle, raising it from approximately \(0^\circ\) to around \(150^\circ\) after the third application of the Glaco™ coating (see Table 1 and Figure 3). These contact angles show that the mesh has low hysteresis after the Glaco™ process and that a Cassie-Baxter state is present.
3. Results and Discussion

In order to compare the different pipes, the friction factor is needed. For the theoretical values, the laminar and turbulent flow regimes were calculated independently. Firstly, the laminar values for the Darcy friction factor were calculated for all values of Re, up to Re=2300, using

$$C_D = \frac{64}{\text{Re}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

For the turbulent regime the friction factor was calculated using the interpolation formula devised by Colebrook in 1939 to describe turbulent friction [52],

$$\frac{1}{C_D^{1/2}} = -4.0 \log_{10} \left( \frac{k_s/2R}{3.7} + \frac{1.26}{\text{Re} C_D^{1/2}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $k_s$ is the roughness height and $R$ is the radius of the pipe. Using this equation, the values of Re were found corresponding value of $C_D$ at $\text{Re} \geq 4000$. 

Figure 3. Images of uncoated (A, B, and C) and 3 times Glaco™ coated (D, E, and F) #250 stainless steel mesh.
From the data collected the Reynolds number was calculated using

\[ Re = \frac{2\rho u R}{\mu} \]  

(3)

where \( \rho \) is the density of the fluid, \( u \) is the flow velocity, and \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity. The friction factor was calculated using

\[ C_D = \frac{4R(\Delta P)}{\rho u^2 L} \]  

(4)

where \( \Delta P \) is the differential pressure measure over the length \( (L) \) of the test pipe [53].

Figure 4 show the data for a glass pipe and an untreated #250 stainless steel test pipe. Data was collected in the range \( 700 \leq Re \leq 14000 \), covering the laminar, transition and turbulent zones. The glass pipe data shows a good agreement with the theoretical line, in both the laminar and turbulent regimes, for a tube of equivalent diameter and with a roughness height of 1.5 \( \mu m \), equivalent to the roughness height of the glass tube, which was measured using a 3D optical microscope (Bruker Contour GT); this validates the experimental setup.

The experimental data collected for the as received #250 stainless steel mesh follows a similar trend to that of the glass pipe in the laminar range, \( Re \leq 2300 \), but has elevated values in the turbulent range. The results for the #250 mesh pipe shows similar to a theoretical pipe with a roughness height of 60 \( \mu m \). The plain weave of the material provides a topographical surface with the wires acting as breakers to stop the propagation of plastron-collapse.

Figure 5 shows the data from the superhydrophobic mesh pipe that was tested in the turbulent regime, \( 4000 \leq Re \leq 14000 \) in this case. In order to achieve meaningful results with which to
compare the pipes, we concentrated on the turbulent regime, because accurate and repeatable results in the laminar regime with the constant head setup is challenging. For an increasing flow velocity, the superhydrophobic mesh pipe has a reduced friction factor over the entire range. At \( R \approx 4500 \), the value of the friction factor is \( C_D \approx 0.039 \) for the superhydrophobic mesh. This is a fall of approximately 11% from \( C_D \approx 0.044 \). At the opposite end, \( R_e \approx 11000 \), the fall in the \( C_D \) is even greater. The superhydrophobic pipe had a value of \( C_D \approx 0.033 \) from a value of \( C_D \approx 0.041 \). This is a 19% reduction in the friction factor, which is due to the presence of the plastron lubricating the flow of water over the surface. The superhydrophobic mesh generates a robust plastron during the increasing flow rate tests as demonstrated by the lowered \( C_D \) over the turbulent range tested, that does not appear to be stripped from the surface by the flowing water.

For the same superhydrophobic pipe tested with a decreasing flow rate, its initial friction factor at the start of the test was similar to that of the final results of the increasing flow rate tests, with \( C_D \approx 0.033 \). But unlike the increasing flow rate tests, the friction factor for decreasing flow rate did not remain as low, and rises significantly after the initial test flow rate at \( R_e = 10960 \). The friction factor increases, going from 0.033 to 0.035. Over the range, \( 4000 < R_e < 12000 \), the decreasing \( R_e \) test had a friction factor \( \sim 0.02 \) higher than the increasing \( R_e \) test. Even with a higher \( C_D \) than during the increasing \( R_e \) tests, the hydrophobised mesh still has a lower friction factor in the decreasing flow rate tests than it did with an unprocessed surface. The reduction in the ability of the surface to reduce drag in the decreasing case may be due to the pressure exerted by the flow on the plastron. When the flow rate starts low and increases, the pressure generated in the pipe steadily increases, exerting more pressure on the plastron and the surface of the mesh as the flow rate increases, with the maximum force being exerted at the end of the test. Only at this point is the maximum damage caused to the plastron. When
performing the test with a decreasing flow rate the plastron is damaged at the onset of the test and is not able to recover, and this in turn leads to a diminished drag reduction.

Figure 5 shows the results for flow tests performed from a starting Reynolds number of approximately 5000. The tests determined the friction factor of the superhydrophobic mesh pipe as the flow rate was increased or decreased from the starting point. The decreasing test shows that the friction remained low, equivalent to that of a smooth pipe and a superhydrophobic mesh pipe tested for an increasing flow rate over $4000 < \text{Re} < 6000$. For the increasing test, the friction factor measured from the pressure drop, is elevated and shows similarity to that of the superhydrophobic mesh pipe tested with a decreasing flow rate.

All sets of superhydrophobic pipe data show a reduced drag in the pipe when compared to the untreated mesh, but at no point presented a friction factor less than that of a smooth pipe. The data demonstrates that a superhydrophobic mesh pipe has a lower friction factor than that of a plain mesh pipe due to the presence of the plastron, but the plastron is slowly stripped from the interior surface of the tubes in the turbulent flow and the drag reduction is diminished.
Figure 4. The friction factor ($C_D$) at different Reynolds number (Re) for a theoretical glass pipe (---), an experimental glass pipe (○), a theoretical pipe with 60 micron roughness (---), and a #250 stainless steel mesh pipe (□).
Figure 5. The friction factor ($C_D$) at different Reynolds number (Re) for a theoretical pipe with 60 µm roughness (dashed line), a #250 stainless steel mesh pipe (□), a 3 times Glaco™ treated #250 stainless steel mesh tested with increasing (△) and decreasing (▽) Re, and a 3 times Glaco™ treated #250 stainless steel mesh tested from Re ≈5000 upward (□) and Re ≈5000 downwards (□).
4. Conclusion

In this work we have shown it is possible to construct a flow system from which the mass flow rate at pressure data equivalent to the expected values for Darcy friction factor can be captured, for smooth glass pipes in the Reynolds number range 750 to 14000. A simple technique has been demonstrated for producing superhydrophobic mesh pipes and the friction factors for these have been found over the same Re range. After the application of the superhydrophobic coating, $C_D$ was found to be less than that of an uncoated mesh, but greater than that of a smooth glass pipe of the same diameter. This demonstrates that a superhydrophobic mesh can support a plastron and provide a drag reduction compared to a plain mesh, however, the plastron is progressively destroyed with use and in particular at high flow rates.
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